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ABSTRACT: Elucidation of the allosteric pathways in proteins is a
computational challenge that strongly benefits from combination of
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and coarse-grained
analysis of the complex dynamical network of chemical interactions
based on graph theory. Here, we introduce and assess the performances
of the dynamical perturbation network analysis of allosteric pathways in
a prototypical V-type allosteric enzyme. Dynamical atomic contacts
obtained from MD simulations are used to weight the allosteric protein
graph, which involves an extended network of contacts perturbed by the
effector binding in the allosteric site. The outcome showed good
agreement with previously reported theoretical and experimental
extended studies and it provided recognition of new potential allosteric
spots that can be exploited in future mutagenesis experiments. Overall,
the dynamical perturbation network analysis proved to be a powerful computational tool, complementary to other network-
based approaches that can assist the full exploitation of allosteric phenomena for advances in protein engineering and rational
drug design.

■ INTRODUCTION

The characterization of allosteric mechanisms in proteic
systems is a challenging task due to the intrinsically complex
and elusive nature of protein allostery.1,2 The allosteric
phenomena, ubiquitous in biology and not exclusive of
proteins, have been shown to feature both structural and
energetic origins.3,4 Statistical ensemble models rooted in the
historical phenomenological models of allostery5,6 have
suggested a unifying view of the operational allosteric
mechanisms.7,8 Still, to fully exploit the potential of allosteric
phenomena for protein engineering and rational drug design,
where allosteric systems (and particularly enzymes) can be
manipulated to inhibit/enhance their (catalytic) activity or
new allosteric sites can be discovered,9−15 system-specific
information is required.
The fundamental process occurring in allosteric enzymes is

the binding of an effector ligand at the allosteric site distant
from the functional active site, enabling the regulation of the

corresponding enzymatic function; see Figure 1. Modulation of
functions in allosteric enzymes is linked to the communication
from the active to the allosteric site,4,13,16 with effector-induced
changes of residues dynamics and protein disorder altering
either the affinity of the substrate for the active site (K-type) or
the reaction rate (V-type) of the enzymes. The allosteric signal
has been found to propagate through conserved amino acid
residues17−19 and, in general, it is expected to involve
physicochemical interactions between “allostery-related” resi-
dues that comprise various secondary structure elements,
defining (multiple) “allosteric pathways” of the proteic
systems.20

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide
invaluable information on protein dynamics at atomistic
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resolution, representing a fundamental tool for the elucidation
of such allosteric pathways,21−23 whose experimental detailed
characterization is certainly extremely challenging. While MD
simulations enclose the dynamical information underpinning
the allosteric effects,24 analyzing complex networks of
interactions between (a generally large number of) fluctuating
amino acid residues and finding the allosteric signal paths
within the wiring of such a network call for help from graph
theory techniques. Network analysis of MD trajectories that
incorporate allosteric motions has delivered, in fact, character-
ization of allosteric pathways and identification of allostery-
related amino acid residues in various biological systems,25−32

and helped rational discovery of allosteric modulators.33,34 In
particular, combining nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
relaxation dispersion experiments with community analysis of
dynamical networks,35 based on mutual information on
correlated protein motions obtained from MD simulations,
we have revealed the allosteric pathways of the imidazole
glycerol phosphate synthase (IGPS) enzyme from the
thermophile Thermotoga maritima; see Figure 1.25

IGPS is a prototype allosteric enzyme absent in mammals
but involved in essential biochemical pathways (histidine and
purine synthesis) of pathogens, and thus, it is a potential target
for antifungal, antibiotic, and herbicide development.36−38 As
shown in Figure 1, two tightly associated proteins constitute
the IGPS V-type allosteric enzyme: (i) the HisH glutamine
amidotransferase that catalyzes the hydrolysis of the substrate
(glutamine) and (ii) the HisF cyclase where the effector
PRFAR, i.e., N′-[(5′-phosphoribulosyl)formimino]-5-amino-
imidazole-4-carboxamide-ribonucleotide, binds without affect-
ing the glutamine binding affinity in HisH but accelerating its
hydrolysis by ca. 5000-fold.39 Our synergistic theoretical and
experimental investigations suggested secondary structure
elements and key residues involved in the allosteric signal
propagation induced by the PRFAR binding to the apo IGPS
protein. The IGPS allosteric mechanism involves a sequence of

interactions that alter the dynamics of specific regions in one
side of the IGPS complex (sideR; see Figure 1), including
hydrogen bonds in the flexible loop1 and hydrophobic
interactions in the fβ2 strand at the HisF allosteric site, ionic
interactions at the HisF/HisH interface involving the fα2, fα3,
and hα1 helices, as well as hydrogen bonding between the Ω-
loop and a conserved (49-PGVG) sequence adjacent to the
active site, namely, the oxyanion strand. These effector-
induced interactions were shown to alter the overall HisF/
HisH relative fluctuations (named breathing motion), promot-
ing rotation of the conserved oxyanion strand associated with
an inactive-to-active allosteric transition. The outcome of the
community network analysis stimulated experimental muta-
genesis studies focused on the suggested allostery-related
amino acid residues,40 as well as rational design of allosteric
inhibitors able to knockout the IGPS allosteric signal
propagation by interfering with the suggested allosteric
pathways.34 The proposed community network analysis
employed the correlations of motion between residue pairs
(in close contact) to weight the protein graph, resulting in a
communication network where the betweenness centrality
measure can decipher the most important nodes that transfer
the allosteric signal. While proving to be an extremely powerful
and transferable approach that has been employed to other
allosteric systems,26,27 this tool was revealed to be not very
user-friendly and was particularly tedious to use when applied
to large proteic systems. Very recently, we have proposed an
alternative tool to the community network analysis that
introduced the eigenvector centrality metric to analyze the
correlated motions obtained from the MD simulations,
providing a cost-effective approach that properly captures the
IGPS allosteric pathways and allows the user to disentangle
contributions to allostery due to short- or long-range
correlations.28 Nevertheless, both the betweenness and
eigenvector centrality measures have been used to analyze
protein graphs weighted by the correlated motions of α carbon
atoms. These correlations certainly comprise only part of the
network of interactions that are altered upon effector binding.
Here, we explore the use of inter-residue physical contacts to
build the weighted protein network, thus moving from a
physical to a geometrical measure that tracks down and
approximates the chemical interactions between residues. This
type of weighted contact network analysis has been successfully
used to infer protein dynamics and to determine structural
robustness to mutations in proteins, it being powerful to
understand how a local change can produce global changes
that are associated with retention or loss of protein
functions.41−43 Here, we propose to use this weighted network
approach to study allostery and to compute local perturbations
of contacts induced by the effector binding, which are expected
to propagate in the allosteric enzymes through protein
dynamics. The use of unweighted networks based on a binary
measure of dynamical contacts could be also envisioned to this
aim, possibly providing a more coarse-grained picture of the
effector-induced dynamical contacts with respect to networks
weighted with the number of atomic contacts. In particular,
taking advantage of the atomistic details contained in MD
simulations one can account for dynamical contacts and their
effector-induced modifications by averaging the number of
contacts for each residue pair along a MD trajectory, using this
information to weight the protein network. A similar approach,
based on dynamical network of inter-residues contacts, has
been used to reveal the allosteric effects of mutations in the

Figure 1. (A) IGPS allosteric (V-type) enzyme, with substrate (in
gray) binding in the active site of the HisH glutaminase domain (in
green) and the effector (PRAFR, in red) binding in the allosteric site
at the bottom of the HisF cyclase domain (in yellow). Previously
recognized secondary structure elements belonging to the IGPS
allosteric pathways are shown (in orange), linking the allosteric and
active sites at sideR of the enzyme. (B) Example of a 3D
representation of the IGPS protein network, with nodes of the
graph located at the α carbon atoms of the enzyme and edges
connecting nodes weighted by the number of contacts between
residues pairs.
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catalytic activity of the Cyclophilin A enzyme, proving to be
potentially able to identify key residues in the allosteric signal
propagation.44 Here, we propose the use of the dynamical
contact network approach to study allosteric perturbations
induced by effector binding, instead of mutations, performing a
dynamical perturbation network analysis of IGPS allostery.
IGPS is, indeed, a prototypical allosteric enzyme whose
allosteric pathways have been previously characterized in
detail by means of MD simulations and network models and
validated by NMR and biochemical and mutagenesis experi-
ments, providing an ideal system to assess the performances of
the perturbation network analysis for capturing allostery.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In this work, we used structural models of the apo and PRFAR-
bound IGPS complexes and MD simulations that have been
described elsewhere,25 in order to fairly compare the results of
the perturbation networks with those of the previously
reported community network analysis. In our previous analysis
we have showed that the time-averaged weighted networks,
based on MD trajectories 100 ns (ns) long, adequately
describe the dynamical networks, capturing the protein
conformational changes induced by effector binding during
the early dynamics of the IGPS complexes.25 Therefore,
previously obtained MD trajectories, including four independ-
ent simulations of 100 ns for the apo IGPS protein and four
independent simulations of 100 ns for the PRFAR-bound
IGPS complex, have been used.25 MD simulations of the IGPS
complexes were based on the AMBER-ff99SB45 force field for
the IGPS protein and on the generalized Amber force field46

for the PRFAR ligand, using the NAMD2 software package.47

Production run MD simulations succeeded a pre-equilibration
procedure involving slow heating to 303 K, gradual release of
atomic positions constraints, and subsequent unconstrained
MD simulations of 4 ns in the canonical NVT ensemble using
Langevin dynamics. Production runs were performed in the
NPT ensemble at 303 K and 1 atm (using the Langevin piston)
for 100 ns after reaching the equilibrium volume (i.e., after ca.
2−3 ns). Periodic boundary conditions and the particle mesh
Ewald method48 were employed, with van der Waals
interactions calculated using a switching distance of 10 Å
and a cutoff of 12 Å. A multiple time-stepping algorithm49,50

was adopted, with bonded, short-range nonbonded, and long-
range electrostatic interactions were evaluated at every one,
two and four time steps, respectively, using a time step of
integration set to 1 fs.
Protein Weighted Networks. In the protein network

each node represents an amino acid residue (see Figure 1),
with connections between nodes (namely, the graph edges)
being defined according to atomic proximity: for each pair of
residues, if there exists a couple of atoms, one in each residue,
whose distance is below a given distance cutoff, then the two
atoms satisfy the “contact condition” and the two correspond-
ing nodes/residues are linked by an edge. In line with
previously reported perturbation network analysis,41,42 we used
a 5 Å distance cutoff to define the contact condition, this
choice allowing a fair comparison with previously reported
community network analysis,25 where the same distance cutoff
has been adopted.25 The effect of the distance cutoff parameter
on the perturbation network analysis will deserve further
investigation for application of the proposed network approach
to other allosteric systems. The protein weighted network is
then built by assigning to each edge (linking the ith and jth

residues) a weight wij, which equals the number of contacts
between two residues, i.e., the number of atom pairs that satisfy
the contact condition between the ith and jth residues (see
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). To compute the
number of contacts among the IGPS residues in the apo and
PRFAR-bound complexes, and thus the corresponding contact
weighted networks, we used the atomic coordinates extracted
every 100 ps from the MD trajectories. The choice of the time
interval to extract the atomic coordinates (and thus to
compute the number of contacts) is bound to that one
adopted in the community network analysis,25 in order to
provide a consistent comparison between the two different
approaches. In particular, after concatenating the four
independent simulations per each IGPS system (apo and
effector bound) the number of atomic contacts are computed
by averaging over the corresponding MD frames. If an edge is
not present in a given frame, i.e., if two residues do not satisfy
the contact condition in that very frame, its weight is set to
zero and it will be still averaged with its weights at the
remaining frames. As we will illustrate in the Results section,
the computation of atomic contacts could include all protein
atoms or it could exclude just the hydrogen atoms.

Dynamical Perturbation Network. The procedure
described above generates two weighted contact networks,
one for the apo protein and one for the PRFAR-bound
complex, each one containing (in their average weights)
information on the contacts dynamics of all residues pairs in
the corresponding IGPS protein. As shown in Figure 2, a

weighted network representing the perturbations of the
contacts dynamics induced by the effector binding, i.e., the
dynamical perturbation network, can be constructed by
considering as edge weight for each residues pair the
differences in weights (weight link) between the two IGPS
proteins, i.e., using the perturbation weight (wp = wPRFAR −
wAPO) to build the network. To simplify the visual inspection
of such perturbation network, the edges are colored in red if

Figure 2. Construction of the IGPS perturbation network. The
average contact weights of residue pairs of the apo IGPS are
subtracted from that of the effector-bound binary complex. 3D
representations of the average and perturbation networks and a
corresponding close-up view are depicted. Reduction and increase of
the number of contacts between residue pairs upon PRFAR binding
are indicated with blue and red links, respectively. The widths of the
links in each average and perturbation network are normalized to
facilitate their visualizations.
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PRFAR binding induces an increase in weight (wp > 0), i.e., an
increase in number of atomic contacts for a given residue pair,
and in blue if PRFAR binding instead reduces the contact
weight (wp < 0); see Figure 2. To allow visualization of the 2D
and/or 3D representations of the IGPS perturbation network,
which contains around 104 edges, a weight link threshold (wt)
can be applied so that only the edges whose weight is greater
than the chosen weight threshold, i.e., |wp| > wt, are kept for
visualization. If a node loses all its edges during the subtraction
process, it is also removed from the graph representation for
simplicity. The impact of the weight threshold values on the
graph visualization changes according to criterion used to
compute the number of contacts. For instance, excluding
hydrogen atoms from the count of atomic contacts reduces
significantly the average weights values in each protein network
and consequently also the weights in the dynamical
perturbation network, allowing wt values of 5 or 6 to be
large enough to make the number of edges to visualize being
less than one hundred. To obtain a similar number of edges
while including all atoms in the counts of atomic contacts
requires much larger weight thresholds (wt > 20).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the perturbation network associated with
effector (PRFAR) binding to the IGPS protein, using a weight
threshold wt = 6 and considering only contacts between heavy
atoms. Notably, the PRFAR perturbations are spread over
different regions of the enzyme and reach also HisH residues
located quite far from the effector site in HisF.
At the effector binding site, perturbations can be found at

both sideL and sideR of the enzyme due to the hydrogen
bonds created by the PRFAR molecule at these sides. In fact, it
has been shown25 that the hydroxyl groups of the PRFAR
glycerol moiety create a hydrogen bonding network with the
fG202 residue at the end of fβ7 (see Figure 4 in ref 25). The
highly conserved fG202 residue is indeed detected by our
network analysis, which further shows propagation of this
perturbation across sideL. The fT142 and fR133 residues
appear as central nodes for PRFAR signal propagation at HisF
sideL. At sideR, the perturbation network analysis indicates

that upon PRFAR binding contacts in the fβ8−fα8′ turn of
HisF are significantly affected, with an increase of contact
between the fA224 and fF227 hydrophobic residues. Indeed,
the glycerol side phosphate group of PRFAR is known to be
involved in hydrogen bonds with the backbone of fA224 and
the fS225 side chain located in the fβ8−fα8′ turn.18,25 Notably,
near the fβ8−fα8′ turn is located the important loop1, for
which the perturbation network analysis shows drastic
modifications of contacts upon effector binding, in agreement
with previous results (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information for direct comparison).25 In particular, the loss
of contacts in the loop, associated with residues fK19, fF23,
fL26, and fR27 (blue lines in Figure 3) is compensated by an
increase of contacts between residues fD11, fK19, fG20, and
fH228. Thus, the invariant fK19 plays a central role in the
perturbation network being crucial for the signal transduction
at sideR of HisF, as demonstrated by experimental biochemical
data on the fK19A mutant.40 In fact, our network analysis
allows recognition of important interactions between the
highly conserved fD11 (in fβ1) and fK19, occurring only upon
PRFAR binding (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information)
and suggesting the participation of fβ1 in the allosteric
pathways and fD11 as another possible allosteric spot in IGPS.
As shown in Figure 3, while in HisF the increase of contacts

(red lines) induced by the effector binding is almost
compensated by a few contact losses (total weight gain is ca.
19), in HisH most of the perturbations are characterized by
contact losses (blue lines, with total weight loss ca. 111).
Among the pairs that feature contact loss in HisH, it is worth
highlighting the hN12−hN15 pair connecting the Ω-loop and
the hα1 helix, two secondary structure elements that have been
indicated among the allosteric pathways and a crucial
connection already pointed up by the community network
analysis.25

The HisF/HisH interface also features perturbation of
relevant contacts upon effector binding, in agreement with the
change in breathing motion between apo and PRFAR-bound
IGPS previously reported.25 As pointed out by previous
analysis of MD simulations, the allosteric effect of PRFAR
expresses at the protein−protein interface as rearrangement of

Figure 3. Perturbation network associated with PRFAR binding to IGPS, using a weight threshold wt = 6 for the network visualizations. (A) 2D
projection and (B) 3D representation of the perturbation network, showing reduction (blue lines) and increase (red lines) of the number of
contacts between heavy atoms upon PRFAR binding. Perturbations associated with previously reported allosteric pathways25 are highlighted with
black circles.
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the ionic interactions among the fE67, fE71, and hR18
residues, with rupture of the hR18−fE67 salt bridge
(connecting the hα1 and fα2 helices) upon effector binding
(see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).25 Notably, the
contact loss in the hR18−fE67 ion pair interaction appears as
one of the largest perturbations in the network (see Figure 3a)
and it is accompanied by other significant changes in sideR. In
particular, the fE91−fR95 salt bridge within the fα3 helix is
also detected by the perturbation network analysis, in
agreement with the fact that both hR18−fE67 and fE91−
fR95 salt bridges represent the most relevant changes in ionic
interactions at sideR associated with the allosteric pathways
(see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).25 Other
interactions at the HisF/HisH interface are evidenced by the
perturbation network analysis: (i) contacts between the hY136
residue51 in hβ8 and residues fV248, fR249, and fL250 in the
C-terminal domain of HisF and (ii) two contact pairs
connecting the hα1 and hα4 helices with the fα2−fβ3 turn,
i.e., hR22−fQ72 and hR187−fD74, respectively. The inter-
actions involving the polar hY136 residue show a global
increase of the number of contacts of this residue with HisF,
upon effector binding. This is due to the change of H-bonding
between hY136 and fN247, which brings hY136 closer to the
flexible HisF C-terminus (see Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information). These changes of contacts comprise fR249, a
highly conserved residue involved in the π-cation hW123−
fR249 molecular hinge,18 but are not associated with
formation/disruption of very strong interactions that might
alter significantly the IGPS structure. Still, the observed
rearrangement of the HisF C-terminus involving the molecular
hinge is in line with modification of the relative HisF/HisH
(breathing) motion, an indirect effect associated with the
disruption of the hR18−fE67 interface salt bridge. However, a
contact loss is observed for the hR22−fQ72 pair upon effector
binding, which involves hα1 and the fα2−fβ3 turn,
respectively, and it appears to be directly related to the
breaking of the adjacent hR18−fE67 salt bridge also
connecting hα1 with HisF. The hR22−fQ72 contact loss is
somehow compensated by the formation of a nearby hR187−
fD74 salt bridge, involving the hα4 helix. The contacts
encompassing residues hR22, hR187, fE67, fQ72, and fD74 are
all located at sideR of the HisF/HisH interface, which has been
indicated as a crucial region for the IGPS allosteric
communication and thus deserves a more detailed analysis.
Figure 4 shows the perturbation network representation

using weight threshold wt = 5 that allows a detailed view of the
interactions involved in the important region around the
hR18−fE67 salt bridge. In addition to detecting the hR18−
fE67 salt-bridge breaking, a recognized effect of PRFAR
binding inducing separation of the hα1−fα2 elements,25 the
perturbation network analysis also indicates that propagation
of the allosteric signal through the HisF/HisH interface
involves ionic interactions that were not previously detected. In
particular, the formation of the hR187−fD74 salt bridge that
connects hα4 helix with the fα2−fβ3 turn in the PRFAR-
bound complex is concomitant with the breaking of the hR22−
fD74 salt bridge between the hα1 and the fα2−fβ3 turn, which
is thus involved in the modifications of ionic interactions
promoted by the hR18−fE67 salt-bridge disruption (see Figure
S3 in the Supporting Information).25 Notably, these results are
in agreement with NMR dispersion experiments indicating that
residues in the fα2−fβ3 turn (e.g., fI73 and fI75) are among
those that have the largest dynamical changes upon effector

binding.52 Therefore, we propose that the fα2−fβ3 turn and
the hα4 helix are secondary structure elements that are
involved in the allosteric communication in IGPS and that
residues hR22, hR187, and fD74 are potentially good
candidates for mutagenesis experiments.
In the proximity of the sideR interface region, the hN12 and

hN15 residues belonging to hα1 and Ω-loop, respectively, have
been suggested by the community network analysis to be
important for the IGPS allostery,25 allowing communication
between the hα1 helix and the HisH active site via the Ω-loop.
Figure 4 shows that the hN12−hN15 contact loss captured by
the perturbation network is associated with other PRFAR-
induced losses, i.e., the contacts in the hR18−hM14 and
hR18−fE67 pairs. Overall, these modifications induced by
PRFAR binding involve a partial unfolding of hα1 helix as a
response to the hR18−fE67 salt-bridge rupture (see Figure S5
in the Supporting Information) and propagate toward the
HisH active site via the Ω-loop.
The perturbation network analysis, thus, is quite useful for

capturing the propagation of the PRFAR allosteric signals,
providing direct visualization of allosteric effects as changes in
the residue contacts. The above analysis based on the contacts
between heavy atoms, indeed, detected most of the secondary
structure elements in the known allosteric pathways,25

including loop1, fα2, fα3, hα1, and Ω-loop, and indicated
new secondary structures encompassing fβ1, fα2−fβ3 turn, and
hα4 along with other key residues, like fK19, fD11, fD74,
hR22, and hR187. Nevertheless, two important elements of the
allosteric pathways, namely, the fβ2 strand in HisF and the 49-
PGVG sequence in HisH active site, are not observed even
among the nondescribed perturbations appearing in the
computed network (see Figure 3). The missing secondary
structure elements involve hydrophobic interactions (between
fβ2 and loop1) and backbone hydrogen bonds (between 49-
PGVG and Ω-loop), suggesting that the omission of hydrogen
atoms (H’s) in the count of residue contacts might be the
reason for such a lack of detection of these important
perturbations. However, H’s are usually discarded in
perturbation network analysis of mutated proteins because
they are not resolved in X-ray structures and their presence

Figure 4. 3D representation of the perturbation network in the region
close to the hR18−fE67 salt bridge. A weight threshold wt = 5 is used
for the network visualization. The perturbations associated with
PRFAR binding show the relative reduction (blue lines) and increase
(red lines) of the number of contacts between heavy atoms. The
hR18−fE67 salt-bridge rupture upon effector binding is associated
with modifications of polar and ionic interactions between the hα1
and hα4 helices and the fα2−fβ3 turn, along with contact losses and
partial unfolding at the beginning of hα1 helix, where the Ω-loop is
located.
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significantly increases the number of contacts for each pair,
adding sizable noise in the data analysis. To limit such a
drawback, here we considered inclusion of the hydrogens in
the perturbation networks while separating the analysis of
backbone atoms (that do not contain many H’s) from that of
amino acid side chains.
Figure 5 shows the perturbation network analysis restricted

to the backbone atoms while including hydrogens. This
analysis allows focusing on the effector perturbations induced
in the IGPS backbone. The backbone network shares some
features with the perturbation network analysis of heavy atom
contacts but it also highlights some perturbations previously
overlooked. The backbone analysis, in fact, confirms the
presence of strong perturbations in the PRFAR binding site,
with detection of residues fG202 and fA224 and the H-bonds
redistribution in loop1, as previously described. However, new
perturbations stand out when the side chain contacts are
removed from the network. In particular, the invariant fS201
and the highly conserved fG202, fG203, and fG205 residues of
the SGGXG sequence at the fβ7−fα7 turn all feature perturbed
backbone H-bonds. These perturbations can be viewed as a
consequence of the hydrogen bonding network rearrangements
induced by the PRFAR glycerol hydroxyls and phosphate
groups at sideL of the effector binding site.25 Moreover, the
backbone analysis also catches the increase of contacts among
the highly conserved residues fA224, fF227, and fH228, which
is associated with a partial folding of the fβ8−fα8′ turn at
sideR of the PRFAR binding site.
It is worth noting that the fD11−fK19 ion-pair contact,

strongly reinforced in the presence of PRFAR, unexpectedly
appears in the backbone perturbation network. This result
provides direct evidence of this interaction being not
associated with the formation of a fD11−fK19 salt bridge (as
could be expected for an ion pair) but to hydrogen bonding

between the fD11 side chain and the fK19 backbone; see
Figure 6.

The backbone interactions perturbed at the HisF/HisH
interface are rather limited and are restricted to the highly
flexible HisF N-terminus (fM1), getting in contact with the
hβ7 and the hβ9 strands, i.e., with the backbone of residues
hE125 and hE157, respectively. However, important backbone
perturbations are found in a localized region of HisH,
remarkably close to the active site. In fact, as shown in Figure
5a, the backbone network analysis clearly catches the allosteric
effect associated with the 49-PGVG (oxyanion) strand that, as
previously shown,25 loses contacts with the Ω-loop due to the
hydrogen bond breaking between hP10 and hV51 (see Figure
9 in ref 25). Notably, three residues of the conserved 49-

Figure 5. Perturbation network associated with PRFAR binding to IGPS, computed only for backbone atoms (including hydrogens) and using a
weight threshold wt = 5 for the network visualizations. 2D projection (A) and 3D representation (B) of the network, showing reduction (blue lines)
and increase (red lines) of the number of contact atoms upon PRFAR binding.

Figure 6. (A) Perturbation network around residue fK19 associated
with PRFAR binding to IGPS, computed for all atoms (including
hydrogens) and using a weight threshold of wt = 19 for visualization
(left panel) and (B) representative configuration of the H-bonding
network in the PRFAR-bound complex associated with the fD11,
fK19, and fS225 residues, also showing the partial folding of the fβ8−
fα8′ turn.
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PGVG sequence (i.e., hP49, hG50, and hV51) are found to
lose contacts with Ω-loop residues hG9, hP10, and hG11, in
line with the fact that the separation of these two secondary
structure elements is associated with rotation of the oxyanion
strand near the substrate binding site. Beyond the remarkable
ability of the perturbation network to retrieve the allosteric
effects in the active site, this analysis also suggests effector-
induced alterations that were overlooked in previous studies. In
fact, the loss in contacts between 49-PGVG and the Ω-loop
appears to be associated with a partial unfolding of the hα2
helix (which is next in sequence to the oxyanion strand),
featuring the decrease of contacts between hH53, hF54, hE56,
hG57, hR59, and hR60 residues, only slightly compensated by
the strengthening of the hG9−hG57 interaction. The partial
unfolding of helix hα2 is contiguous and it assists the
mechanistically relevant oxyanion strand flip and it should be
thus considered as part of the allosteric pathways.
The perturbation network analysis using heavy atom

contacts did not show a significant number of interactions
among hydrophobic residues being affected by the effector
binding. By including hydrogens in the count of contacts, the
percentage of hydrophobic interactions that participate in the
perturbation network increases (see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information). However, as mentioned above, the
whole network including H’s represents a challenging graph to
analyze since it contains a large number of contacts and a
sizable amount of noise. As mentioned in the method section,
in order to produce 2D (or 3D) representations that can be
visually inspected (e.g., with number of perturbed pair <100) a
large weight threshold (wt around 20) has to be applied to
such a network (see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information).
More than looking at the whole network including H’s, a more
effective analysis can be performed by inspection of specific
clusters of perturbations. For instance, Figure 6 shows the
analysis of local perturbations around the key fK19 residue in
loop1, indicating that rearrangements of contacts in loop1 are
connected to residue fL50, previously reported as part of a
hydrophobic cluster in the fβ2 strand,25 via the fD11 residue.
Moreover, the modifications of the fD11−fK19 contact upon
effector binding are correlated with the partial folding of the
fβ8−fα8′ turn, as detected by the backbone analysis but here
involving residues fS225 and fH228. Notably, it has been
shown that fS225 is H-bonded to the glycerol phosphate group
of PRFAR,25 and thus we performed a detailed investigation of
the fS225-PRFAR H-bonds in relation to the fK19 residue
along the MD simulations. We found that the fD11−fK19
contact modified upon effector binding promotes the
formation of a H-bond network between fK19 (in loop1)
and fS225 (in the fβ8−fα8′ turn) and the glycerol phosphate
group of the PRFAR. All these observations explain the
inhibition of allosteric signals in the K19A mutant40 and
confirm the importance of both fD11 and fK19 residues for the
allosteric communication in HisF. At the same time, the
outcome claims for inclusion of the folded fβ8−fα8′ turn as a
secondary structure element of the IGPS allosteric pathways.
Finally, by limiting the perturbation network analysis to the

contacts among side chains (while including hydrogen atoms),
some interesting features stand out at the HisF/HisH interface.
In particular, the hM121 residue stands out in the side chain
network (see Figure S7 in the Supporting Information) as it
features several contact perturbations with the invariant fR5,
fK99, and fE167 residues that belong to the ammonia tunnel
gate of the HisF barrel51 and with the highly conserved fD98 of

the structurally important fD98−hK181 salt-bridge anchor.25,51
It has been previously shown that the PRFAR binding, indeed,
alters the dynamics of these conserved residues that are
associated with important structural features of the complex
IGPS enzyme.25,34 Thus, these results demonstrate that the
perturbation network analysis of side chains can catch most of
the structurally important conserved residues that are
perturbed by the effector binding.
In summary, as shown in Figure 7, the perturbation network

is a powerful tool for the characterization of the IGPS allosteric

pathways based on analysis of MD trajectories, allowing
recognition of previously overlooked allosteric spots. In
particular, the use of the perturbation network approach
showed that with just the analysis of the heavy atom contacts
most of the secondary structure elements involved in the
allosteric pathways are already detected. In addition to that, the
involvement of the fβ1, fα2−fβ3 turn, and hα4 secondary
structures (and related key residues) in the allosteric signal
propagation has been recognized by perturbation of heavy
atom contacts. The addition of hydrogen atoms in the contact
counting and the concomitant restriction of the analysis to the
backbone atoms readily provided the detection of folding/
unfolding events during the MD simulations that are strictly
connected to the signal propagation, including partial folding
of the fβ8−fα8′ turn in the effector binding site and the partial
unfolding of the hα2 helix in the proximity of the substrate
binding site.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The dynamical perturbation network analysis has been
proposed and assessed for the investigation of allosteric
pathways in the IGPS enzyme, a prototype allosteric system
that involves known allostery-relevant amino acid residues and
secondary structure elements. The network analysis of
dynamical inter-residue atomic contacts, obtained from
averaging several independent MD simulations of the apo
and effector-bound IGPS complexes, is an effective tool, as
shown by the good agreement with previously reported
community network analysis based on mutual information
on protein-correlated motions. In fact, limiting the count of

Figure 7. Representation of the secondary structure elements
involved in the allosteric pathways as predicted by previously reported
studies (in light orange) and by the perturbation network analysis in
this work (in light orange and red).
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atomic contacts to heavy atoms already provided detection of
strong effector-induced perturbations in the loop1, fα2, fα3,
hα1, and Ω-loop secondary structure elements at the IGPS
sideR, known to be involved in the allosteric signal
propagation. Furthermore, the dynamical perturbation network
analysis of heavy atom contacts also suggested previously
overlooked residues fD11, fD74, hR22, and hR187 (located in
the fβ1, fα2−fβ3 turn, and hα4 elements at sideR) as potential
targets for future mutagenesis studies. Addition of hydrogen
atoms in the computation of atomic contacts increases the
complexity of the perturbation network, whose analysis has
been separated in contributions from the backbone and the
side chains atoms. The backbone network analysis, while
sharing some features with the perturbation network analysis of
heavy atoms contacts, highlighted some unknown allosteric
perturbations, including the partial folding of the fβ8−fα8′
turn in the effector binding site and the partial unfolding of the
hα2 helix in the proximity of the active site. Remarkably,
restriction to the backbone atoms (including hydrogens)
demonstrated how such network analysis provides rapid
detection of folding/unfolding events induced by the effector
binding that only time-consuming and tedious comparative
analysis of MD trajectories can accomplish. However, the
perturbation network analysis restricted to side chains contacts
retrieved the structurally most important and highly conserved
residues whose interactions are perturbed by the effector
binding. Overall, by providing good agreement with previous
theoretical and experimental studies and by recognition of new
potential allosteric spots in the IGPS enzyme, the dynamical
perturbation network analysis proved to be a powerful
computational tool, complementary to other effective net-
work-based methodologies for the characterization of allosteric
pathways.
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